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    1  Blackbird  04:37  2  Tears Of An Angel  05:38  3  Resolution  04:31  4  Cook's Tune  03:12 
5  Lakme (Fruity Loops)  04:52  6  Angelique  04:39  7  Pres De Toi  03:55  8  Nightshade
(German)  05:40  9  Morgentau     Featuring [Vs.] – Schiller 04:12  10  Angelique (Teknipolis
Version)  04:36    Compilation, Unofficial Release     

 

  

Born in 1953 in Reading, England, Mike OLDFIELD took up the guitar at seven and was
composing instrumental pieces by age 10. With his sister Sally, he secured a record deal under
the name SALLYANGIE and released the folkish album "Children of the Sun" in 1968. He then
landed a position playing first bass and later guitar with WHOLE WORLD, led by ex-SOFT
MACHINE co-founder Kevin Ayers. During the next few years he also served as a studio
musician at Abbey Road, where he experimented with a wide range of instruments. He
gradually built up a home studio and began working on a large-scale project, playing all of the
parts himself. This was the prototype for "Tubular Bells", but OLDFIELD had no success
generating label interest until he met with future Virgin Records founders Simon Draper and
Richard Branson. They loved his ideas and gave him plenty of freedom to record in their
state-of-the-art The Manor studio, and ended up releasing "Tubular Bells" on their brand new
label when no other record company showed interest. The record shot to first place in the UK
and elsewhere, attracting the attention of director William Friedkin, whose use of the intro
segment in "The Exorcist" generated widespread recognition (OLDFIELD was not pleased by
the association, however).

  

Retreating from his newfound celebrity, OLDFIELD recorded several more critically acclaimed
albums, similar in scope and approach but constantly developing new instrumental and
compositional skills. In 1979 his single "Guilty" showed that shorter vocal-based pieces and
more recent music styles were beginning to creep into his work; he also returned to touring in
1979 after undergoing therapy to combat his reclusive, solitary tendencies. His work in the 80s
included such far-ranging releases as "Crises" (including vocals by Jon ANDERSON), the
soundtrack to the film "The Killing Fields", and a song called "Family Man" which became a hit
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for HALL & OATES. Known for consistently offering a visual spectacular in his live
performances, he also developed an interest in video artistry, including a video album called
"Wind Chimes". The 90s saw a return to longer symphonic-style works, including "Amarok" and
"Tubular Bells II", for which he departed the increasingly commercial Virgin Records for the
smaller WEA label. His "Songs of Distant Earth" album was the first CD ever to include
CD-ROM content, as well as album notes by legendary sci-fi author Arthur C. Clarke. "Voyager"
showed his appreciation for Celtic folk influences, and he plays tribute to his first musical love
on "Guitars". The huge surge of appreciation for electronic music from the 90s dance
community led to renewed interest in OLDFIELD's work, and the third instalment of the "Tubular
Bells" series shows a definite influence from the house music culture that surrounds his new
home in Ibiza.

  

Multi- instrumentalist, visual performance pioneer, symphonic rock master - all of these apply to
the prodigious career of Mike OLDFIELD. ---: : : James Lee, USA, progarchives.com
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